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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: September 3, 2019—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are generally lower this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.3% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed down 0.6%.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai composite up 0.2% and the 

Shenzhen index up 0.7% from the prior close.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower 

open.  
 

Welcome back!  Three-day weekends are great, but now we get to pile five days of work into 

four!  Trade worries continue to weigh on risk assets.  Brexit appears to be reaching some sort of 

resolution.  Hurricane Dorian dominated the weekend news flow.  Here are the details and other 

items we are watching: 

 

Trade: On Sunday, a new set of tariffs went into effect.  Although it will take a few weeks, we 

may start to see it show up in the inflation data by November.  The focus has now shifted to 

meetings between trade negotiators later this month.  Both sides are struggling to figure out when 

to hold talks and who should participate.  If Liu He doesn’t make the trip, it will suggest the 

meetings are simply window dressing.  The U.S. has a 5% bump on $250 bn of Chinese exports 

due to come into effect on October 1 (from 25% to 30%) and a 15% increase on December 15 

for the remaining $200 bn in imports.  There is hope that these may be delayed or reduced, but 

the lack of consensus on either side makes adjustments difficult.  On a hopeful note, China’s 

retaliation doesn’t really go into full effect until December.  At the same time, China has 

important party meetings in early October, and there is no way the Xi government can be seen as 

caving to U.S. demands before those meetings.   

 

Meanwhile, China is taking steps to adjust to the effects of tariffs.  Additional stimulus is being 

planned, although the scale remains relatively constrained mostly due to concerns about debt 

capacity.  We note that the CNY has been allowed to quietly weaken.  While the currency fixes 

have been steady, the PBOC isn’t making much of an effort to force the market rate to the fix, 

suggesting it is allowing the currency to offset some of the impact of the tariffs.   

 

China is also opening new fronts in the public relations battle.  In a press release denying that it 

stole smartphone camera technology from a Portuguese company, Chinese telecom giant Huawei 

Technologies (002502.SZ, 3.19) tried to turn the tables by claiming the FBI is harassing and 

threatening Huawei employees to get them to turn against the company.  It also said the U.S. has 

launched cyberattacks against it.  Given the continued U.S.-China trade war, growing concerns 

about China’s digital warfare capabilities and the Trump administration’s more aggressive use of 

offensive cyberwarfare operations, we actually think the accusation rings true.  If so, it is 
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probably a good example of how the administration is conducting a full-court press against 

China, which bodes poorly for any near-term cooling of tensions.  In another sign of Chinese 

pushback against the U.S., the Ministry of Public Security touted its efforts to restrict fentanyl 

shipments since May.  After President Trump demanded Chinese action to help deal with the 

U.S. opioid crisis, China could have taken some additional steps as a show of good faith.  By 

pushing back instead, China seems to be signaling that it’s done making concessions, at least for 

now. 

 

The global economy continues to suffer the effects of the trade conflict.  Chinese PMIs over the 

weekend were stable but didn’t improve.  The rest of the world, on the other hand, is struggling.   

 

China: Vice premier and Politburo member Hu Chunhua told a meeting of top officials last 

week that surging pork prices – resulting mostly from an epidemic of swine fever that has 

decimated pig herds – have become a “major political risk.”  To get control over prices, Hu 

called for greater financial support for pig farmers and setting pork production targets for each 

province, though outright price controls can’t be ruled out. 

 

Brexit: The situation with the U.K. and Brexit is getting as complicated as determining who is in 

the NFL playoffs three weeks before the end of the season.  Here is the rundown: 

 

1. MPs move to kill hard Brexit.  The “rebel alliance” of MPs within the Tories is joining 

forces with opposition groups to vote on a bill that would prevent PM Johnson from 

leaving the EU without an agreement.  In case a deal with the EU isn’t reached, the bill 

requires Johnson to ask the EU for an extension until January 31, 2020.  The bill requires 

an extraordinary measure, the so-called “Standing Order 24” that allows MPs to debate 

important matters.  This debate and subsequent vote can only occur if the Commons 

Speaker, John Bercow, gives permission.  It is widely expected that he will grant the 

debate.  The odds of passage are high, but it would need to move quickly through the 

House of Commons and House of Lords to become law by early next week when 

Parliament shuts down. 

2. If passed, what does Johnson do?  The most aggressive action would be for Johnson to 

call for new elections.  By calling new elections, Parliament would be dissolved 

immediately and the delay bill will be dead.  But, there is a catch.  For a sitting PM to 

dissolve Parliament and call snap elections he needs a 66% vote; a mere majority won’t 

do it.  Of course, if Johnson loses the delay bill and can’t muster enough votes to call 

elections, he will be mortally wounded politically.  A vote of no-confidence could follow. 

3. No-confidence may be the plan.  Labour’s Corbyn has been pining for a general election 

but it isn’t obvious he would win.  U.K. politics has become jumbled in the Brexit 

process, with the two leading parties split.  In other words, the Tories and Labour are 

both divided over this issue, which would argue that new party arrangements are called 

for.  We would expect Johnson to make Brexit the key part of his platform in a new 

election to thwart the effect of the Brexit Party; some Tory MPs would likely defect to 

another party, putting their seats at risk.  Meanwhile, it isn’t obvious where Labour would 

fall on this issue.  Former PM Blair rightly warns that Labour is falling into an “elephant 

trap” and would likely lose a general election.  Complicating matters further is that 

Labour has just released a radical economic platform that may be too extreme to win a 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3025480/us-fentanyl-seizures-show-china-not-main-supplier-beijing?utm_medium=email&utm_source=mailchimp&utm_campaign=enlz-scmp_international&utm_content=20190903&MCUID=b11497b3c2&MCCampaignID=17fb93ce68&MCAccountID=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&tc=19
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3025480/us-fentanyl-seizures-show-china-not-main-supplier-beijing?utm_medium=email&utm_source=mailchimp&utm_campaign=enlz-scmp_international&utm_content=20190903&MCUID=b11497b3c2&MCCampaignID=17fb93ce68&MCAccountID=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&tc=19
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-china-trade-wars-global-impact-grows-11567466809?shareToken=st90c470d6bfb6431386960714f64f766d
https://www.ft.com/content/4f846fba-ce07-11e9-99a4-b5ded7a7fe3f
https://www.politico.eu/article/uk-mps-publish-plan-to-prevent-no-deal-brexit/
https://www.ft.com/content/71db4e7c-cd93-11e9-b018-ca4456540ea6?emailId=5d6def78adc9980004def140&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/dd6562ee-cd6c-11e9-99a4-b5ded7a7fe3f?emailId=5d6def78adc9980004def140&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/dd6562ee-cd6c-11e9-99a4-b5ded7a7fe3f?emailId=5d6def78adc9980004def140&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/6886b662-cda8-11e9-b018-ca4456540ea6
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/02/world/europe/brexit-boris-johnson-britain.html?te=1&nl=morning-briefing&emc=edit_MBE_p_20190903&section=topNews?campaign_id=51&instance_id=12079&segment_id=16672&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3&regi_id=5677267tion=topNews
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majority.  Johnson could easily move an election away from Brexit and toward Corbyn.  

New elections are risky for all parties, but it may be the only way to break the current 

gridlock.  If elections are called, we would expect them before the Halloween exit 

deadline. 

 

The GBP fell on the turmoil to historic lows but hasn’t collapsed.  Despite the concerns, so far, 

there is enough uncertainty to prevent either a strong relief rally or a meltdown.  But, as we have 

described above, there is enough that can go wrong that the risks of a volatile move in either 

direction are elevated.  For now, investors should remain cautious. 

 

Hong Kong: The situation remains grim.  There were massive demonstrations over the weekend, 

with water cannons spewing blue water (a new twist on the tactic, making demonstrators easier 

to identify for arrest) and lots of tear gas.  The Chinese government’s Hong Kong and Macau 

Affairs Office continues to assert itself amid the continuing anti-China political protests in Hong 

Kong.  Today the office said the protests are looking more like the “color revolutions” that have 

toppled governments in Eastern Europe and the Middle East.  It also warned that it has the legal 

power to declare a state of emergency in the city, and outlined several steps it might take to get 

control over the situation, including the possible introduction of “patriotic education” into Hong 

Kong schools.  The office is still focusing on threats to diffuse the crisis, but the risk of a 

disruptive crackdown can’t be dismissed. 

 

Argentina: Over the weekend, the government imposed capital controls in an effort to contain 

its latest debt and currency crisis.  Under the controls, residents aren’t allowed to buy more than 

$10,000 of foreign currency per month.  The peso jumped on the news, but it’s not yet clear 

whether its recent plunge will resume. 

 

Italy: In another nail-biter in European politics today, Italy’s left-wing Five Star Movement will 

conduct an online poll of its members on whether to approve a deal with the center-left 

Democratic Party for a coalition government.  The deal is generally expected to be approved, but 

if it fails it would add to the sense of political chaos in Europe and weigh on assets ranging from 

the euro to Italian stocks and bonds. 

 

Japan: Prime Minister Abe said he will reshuffle his cabinet on September 11.  Reports indicate 

most key players in the cabinet will keep their jobs, but Economic Revitalization Minister 

Toshimitsu Motegi may be promoted to foreign minister to reward him for his work negotiating 

the new trade deal with the United States. 

 

Australia: In order to break China’s near monopoly on rare-earth and other critical minerals, the 

Australian government said it will support more than a dozen private-sector mining projects 

centered on those materials. 

 

German regional elections: Germany held regional elections in two former East German states.  

The AfD made a strong showing but the CDU did win the most votes.  Both the hard-left and the 

SPD had weak showings.  Overall, the results avoided the most unsettling outcome (an AfD 

majority), but also showed that the centrist parties are still struggling to gather votes.   

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sterling-pounded-on-uk-general-election-threats-065618962.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-asserts-power-to-declare-emergency-to-quell-hong-kong-unrest-11567509276
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-asserts-power-to-declare-emergency-to-quell-hong-kong-unrest-11567509276
https://www.ft.com/content/5d0aad7c-cd97-11e9-b018-ca4456540ea6
https://www.ft.com/content/09024894-cda0-11e9-99a4-b5ded7a7fe3f
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/09/03/national/politics-diplomacy/abe-reshuffle-motegi-foreign-minister/#.XW5jqShKiUk
https://www.ft.com/content/fc43a3c6-ce0f-11e9-99a4-b5ded7a7fe3f
https://www.politico.eu/article/5-takeaways-regional-elections-brandenburg-saxony/?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=e7d347158b-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_09_03_11_26&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-e7d347158b-134308033
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U.S. Economic Releases 
 

The table below lists the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Markit Manufacturing PMI m/m aug 50.0 49.9 ***

10:00 ISM Manufacturing m/m aug 51.3 51.2 **

10:00 ISM Employment m/m aug 51.7 **

10:00 ISM Prices Paid m/m aug 46.8 45.1 **

10:00 ISM New Orders m/m aug 50.5 50.8 **

10:00 Construction Spending m/m jul 0.3% -1.3% **

Speaker or event

16:30 Eric Rosengren Speaks in Easton, Massachusetts President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

Fed speakers or events

Economic Releases

District or position

 
 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Monetary Base y/y aug 2.8% 3.7% * Equity and bond neutral

India Eight Infrastructure Industries m/m jul 2.1% 0.2% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit India PMI Manufacturing m/m aug 51.4 52.5 ** Equity and bond neutral

Australia ANZ Roy Morgan Weekly Consumption w/w aug 114.4 114.1 * Equity and bond neutral

BoP Current Account Balance m/m aug A$5.900 Bil -A$2.900 Bil A$1.500 Bil ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Retail Sales m/m jul -0.1% 0.4% 0.2% ** Equity and bond bearish

South Korea GDP y/y 2q 2.0% 2.1% 2.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI y/y aug 0.0% 0.6% 0.2% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

CPI Core y/y aug 0.9% 1.0% 0.9% *** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone PPI m/m jul 0.2% 0.7% 0.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

UK Markit UK PMI Manufacturing y/y aug 47.4 48.0 48.4 ** Equity and bond bearish

Markit/CIPS UK Construction y/y aug 45.0 45.3 46.5 ** Equity and bond bearish

Switzerland CPI y/y aug 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y aug 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI Core y/y aug 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Markit Russia PMI Manufacturing m/m aug 49.1 49.3 49.7 ** Equity and bond bearish

Wellbring Fund m/m aug $122.9 Bil $124.1 Bil * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Current Account Balance m/m jul $3.270 Bil $3.119 Bil $3.017 Bil ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit Mexico PMI Manufacturing m/m aug 49.0 49.8 ** Equity and bond bearish

IMEF Non-Manufacturing Index m/m aug 47.7 47.1 47.7 ** Equity and bond bearish

IMEF Manufacturing Index m/m aug 47.4 49.6 49.2 ** Equity and bond bearish

Brazil Markit Brazil PMI Manufacturing m/m aug 52.5 49.9 ** Equity and bond neutral

Trade Balance Monthly m/m aug $3.284 Bil $2.293 Bil $3.300 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral  
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Financial Markets 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 214 213 1 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 194 194 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 20 19 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 183 184 -1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.48 1.50 -0.02 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -44 -43 -1 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 17 17 0 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Up

euro Down Down

yen Flat Up

pound Down Down

franc Flat Up

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBA Cash Rate Target 1.000% 1.000% 1.000% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $57.79 $58.66 -1.48% Stronger Dollar

WTI $54.10 $55.10 -1.81%  

Natural Gas $2.32 $2.29 1.58%  

Crack Spread $12.29 $12.64 -2.75%

12-mo strip crack $15.09 $15.49 -2.60%

Ethanol rack $1.55 $1.55 0.00%

Gold $1,529.58 $1,529.29 0.02%

Silver $18.46 $18.47 -0.05%

Copper contract $250.15 $255.15 -1.96%

Corn contract 368.25$       369.75$       -0.41%

Wheat contract 458.50$       462.50$       -0.86%

Soybeans contract 866.00$       869.00$       -0.35%

Baltic Dry Freight 2442 2378 64

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show below-normal temperatures in the Rocky Mountain, 

Pacific and New England regions, with above-normal temperatures for the rest of the country.  

Precipitation is expected for most of the country, with dry conditions in the eastern region.  

There is a lot of cyclone activity along the Atlantic Ocean and in the Gulf of Mexico.  A cyclone 

formation in the Gulf of Mexico is expected to develop into a tropical storm within the next 48 

hours, while Hurricane Dorian is expected to hit the Florida coast and move along the East Coast 

to North Carolina.  There is some cyclone formation further out in the Atlantic Ocean, but it is 

unclear whether it will make it to the U.S.  On average, hurricane season peaks on September 10.   
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using “top down,” 

or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this section every Friday.  
 

August 30, 2019 
 

As various permutations of the yield curve invert, projections of recession are increasing.  One of 

our favorites, the 10-year T-note/fed funds yield curve, has been inverted for three months.  
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Sources:  Haver Analytics, CIM  
 

This chart shows the history of this yield curve; since 1960, every recession was preceded by an 

inversion of this indicator.  However, that isn’t to say that every inversion led to a recession. 

There were two false positives in the series, one in 1965 and another in 1998.  The former we 

consider a true false positive as the inversion lasted several months but a recession didn’t follow.  

The latter event only lasted one month and was tied to the financial turmoil of the Asian 

Economic Crisis, the collapse of Long-Term Capital Management and the Russian debt default.  

The fact that the inversion was short-lived weakens the case that it was a true inversion. 

 

If this signal of recession holds, when does it arrive?  Here is a look at the timing: 
 

RECESSION

YEARS INVERSION RECESSION MONTHS

1969-70 Apr-68 Dec-69 20

1973-75 Mar-73 Nov-73 8

1980 Sep-78 Jan-80 16

1981-82 Aug-80 Jul-81 11

1990-91 Jan-89 Jul-90 18

2001 Apr-00 Mar-01 11

2007-09 Jul-06 Dec-07 17

AVERAGE 15  
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On average, recessions occur 15 months after inversion; that would put the onset around next 

September.  The range is eight months to 18 months.  Using that range, the recession could begin 

as early as February 2020 or as late as February 2021.  Although this history offers some insight 

into timing, the reality is that the number of events is rather limited.  Thus, investors should treat 

the data as a guide.  The economic data remains mixed, but the preponderance of the evidence 

suggests that the U.S. economy is weakening but not in recession. 

 

As we have noted before, recessions tend to have two causal factors, policy error and 

geopolitical events.  The 1973-75 and 1990-91 recessions are considered to be partly due to 

geopolitical factors; the former was affected by the Arab Oil Embargo and the latter by the 

Persian Gulf War.  However, both also had yield curve inversions.  It is quite possible that the 

geopolitical events caused the recessions to occur faster than they might have otherwise in the 

absence of these events.   

 

We are watching the trade conflict with great interest because it might affect the timing of a 

downturn.  If the trade conflict worsens, lifting import prices and forcing the Fed to slow its path 

of lowering rates, the recession might occur sooner than it otherwise would.  A recession would 

certainly affect the 2020 elections; no incumbent has survived a recession since Calvin Coolidge.  

We will likely begin to prepare for a downturn next year.  If the trade conflict worsens, the 

timing may be accelerated.   

   

  

 

   
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed ma y not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 8/30/2019 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 8/30/2019 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

August 29, 2019  
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P/E as of 8/28/2019 = 19.0x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 19.0x, down 0.1x from last week.   

 

 
 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 

change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 
 

                                                
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimate (Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


